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ZippyPaws’ toys just got a lot tougher with these Z-Stitch® prehistoric animals! Featuring ZippyPaws’ exclusive Z-
Stitch® webbing and cross-stitched fabric for durability, each toy includes a loud Grunter Squeaker and features 
cute plaid accents. 

Approx. size: 25 x 17 x 3cm 

   

 

 

 

ZP906 Santiago the Sugar Skull  ZP913 Sprinkles the Unicorn 

  

ZippyPaws Jigglerz® 

A whole new way to squeak! Jigglerz® are made with ZippyPaws exclusive noisemakers that squeak when shaken! 
Added crinkle paper inside head and tail makes them even more fun for dogs. Each toy is lined with an extra layer 
of tough Cordura material and cross-stitched for durability. Tough no stuffing toy. Cross-stitched for durability. 
Shake from side-to-side to make me squeak! 

Approx. size: 53 x 7.5 x 7.5cm 

 

  



ZippyPaws Crinkle - Butterfly & Dragonfly 

This adorable Butterfly & Dragonfly squeak and crinkles! Perfect for small dogs 

Approx. size 19 x 20 x 5cm 

   

ZippyPaws Squeakie Crawlers  

ZippyPaws Squeakie Crawler Dog Toys features fun, cute designs. Each toy is filled with a whopping six large 
squeakers. These fun toys are designed for any sized dogs, including larger dogs, who love to squeak — with no 
stuffing to ensure they last longer with less mess. 

Approx. Size: 25.5 x 20 x 2.5cm 

 
 

ZippyPaws Zingy 

Zingy is the perfect toy for dogs who love squeakers! Contains 3 assorted squeakers for hours of fun.  

No-stuffing toy means it will stand up to tough play. 

Approx. size: 35 x 5 x 14cm 

 



 
Zippy Paws Caterpillars 

Let your dog squeak the day away with the Zippy Caterpillar! This caterpillar character includes six squeakers 
inside each colourful, plush compartment, making it 6x more fun for your dog! 

 

Size: Small: 8cm x 8cm x 51cm 
Large: 8cm x 8cm x 76cm  

ZippyPaws Pup Birthdays  

Celebrate your pup's birthday with a delicious slice of puppy-approved cake! This tasty slice of sprinkle cream cake 

comes with coloured frosting and a cute candle. Perfect for birthdays or any other events that require cake (maybe 

that is every day!) 

Approx. size of Cake: 18 x 18 x 15cm 

 

ZippyTuff 

With our heavy-duty ZippyTuff line, made with flexible yet durable TPR material your pup can enjoy hours of rough and 
tough playtime. These colourful balls, with a loud squeaker inside pack plenty of squeaktastic fun to keep your sidekick 
engaged both mentally and physically. It bounces, providing your pal with the exercise he needs, and it comes in more 
than one bright colour option, so it is easy to keep track of. 

 

       ZP427 Waggle Ball 8.9cm     ZP419 Squeaker Ball Small               ZP419 Squeaker Ball                           ZP416 Squeaker Ball  
       7.62cm Diameter          8.89cm Diameter                         Small Pink 6.35cm                         Large Yellow 7.62cm 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

Dogs love to bury their noses in the Zippy Burrow to dig out the critters. They’ll be begging you to put them back 
again and again for hours of fun! Holes are smaller than toys, making removal an enjoyable challenge. Interactive 
toy keeps dogs busy and engaged. Increases problem-solving skills. Hide your dog’s favourite dry treat wrapped 
in a paper ball inside the borrow for added enjoyment This interactive hide-and-seek toy comes with one Burrow 
and 3 small squeaky toys.  

 

 

  

ZP908 Unicorns in Rainbow 
 

 ZP223 Pig Pen ZP905 Pinata  

 

 

 

 
ZP226 Meerkat Den 

 
 

 ZP053 Hedgehog Den 
 

ZP930 Lunchbox with Apples 
 

    

 

 

 
 

ZP820 Giraffe Lodge  ZP230 Bunny 'n Carrot ZP866 Coffee and Donutz 



 

 

  

ZP867 Bucket of Chicken  ZP859 Milk and Cookies  ZP860 Popcorn Bucket 
 

 

 

  
ZP950 Aliens in UFO 

 
 ZP109 Log & 3 Chipmunks  

 
ZP229 Monkey ’n Banana 
 

 

  



 

COLLAPSIBLE CARRIERS & CRATES 

 
Lightweight & portable – Doubles as pet bed 

• 3 Doors for easy loading = less pet stress 
• More mesh, air & light = happier pet 
• Sturdy steel frame 
• Treat & toy pouches 
• Soft washable wool fleece base 
• Collapsible – folds flat to 7cm 

COLOURS: Blue, Black 

 

  



PET PLAYPENS 
Cosmic Pets’ playpens are made from durable but lightweight materials, with two zippered doors and mesh 
ventilation panels. The cover and floor mat can both be removed making the product extremely versatile and easy 
to clean. These soft-sided playpens are fully collapsible for easy travel and storage. 

 
 

• Protective removable washable base 
• Removable top mesh cover 
• 2 zippered entrances 
• Toy & treat storage 
• Metal ground stakes 
• Includes carry case 
• No assembly Indoor/Outdoor 
• Portable & easy storage 
• 30 seconds to set up 
• Minutes to pack 

SIZE DIMENSIONS 

M          45 cm x 58 cm high x 8 panels (114 cm diameter) 

XL         58 cm x 98 cm high x 8 panels (140 cm diameter) 

 

 

 
 
 



 

ELEVATED DOG BEDS 
Elevated dog beds would be the human equivalent of a cot. The raised bed consists of four strong legs and fabric 
that has been pulled tight across the frame to support your dog’s body. The idea is simple – provide comfort and 
support for your dog while keeping them off the floor! 

 

 

• Light, portable and easy to assemble 
• Add space between your dog and cold floor 
• Ease pressure on hips, hocks and elbows, for a more comfortable sleep 
• Suitable for either indoor or outdoor use 
• Easy to clean – just spray down with a hosepipe! 

 Size Dimensions 

Small: 61 x 46 cm – 18cm from the floor      Medium: 76 x 61cm – 18cm from the floor  

Large: 91 x 76cm – 18cm from the floor    X-Large: 122 x 91cm – 23cm from the floor 

PET RAMPS / STAIRS 
Use ramps to ease aches and pains from arthritis or to reduce the risk of re-injury while your dog is recuperating 

from surgery   

 

 

  

       PET2004 Double Dog Ramp  PET2005    Single Dog Ramp PET2003  Pet Stairs 



 

CAT TREES 

Outdoor Fun for Indoor Cats 

Phoenix Rising 

 
Size: 35 x 35 x 50cm      Colours: Grey 

 Starlight 

 

Size: 30 x 50 x 80cm      Colours: Grey 

Solar Flare 

 

Size: 40 x 35 x 85cm   Colours: Grey  

 Mystic Neptune 

 
Size: 54 x 54 x 120cm Colours: Grey 

   

Venus Adventure 

 

Size: 60 x 40 x 149cm     Colour: Grey 

 Stardust 

 

Size 60.5 x 49 x 151.5cm Colour: Grey 

  

 

Polaris 

 
Size: 60*50*150 cm Colour: Grey 

  

 



The RelaxoPet PRO Animal Relaxation Trainer 
Stress and anxiety can have vastly different triggers in animals. 

Loud fireworks or thunderstorms, for example, lead to high stress and panic reactions in almost all animals, as 
does a visit to the veterinarian, separation anxiety or an unusual situation, such as travel. RelaxoPet PRO 
successfully helps dogs, cats, horses and birds to remain calm in stressful situations, whether at home, in the 
stable, in a cage or in a new environment. 

The key to relaxation in all animals is the subconscious. RelaxoPet PRO works through stimulation via sound 
frequencies, tone sequences and vibrations. Depending on the device type, these are tailored to the respective 
animal species. 

RelaxoPet PRO Animal relaxation trainers are practical, wireless, includes a rechargeable lithium battery, and 
can be used in a wide variety of situations to manage your pet’s stress and anxiety as well as unwanted 
behavioural problems. The devices have been development in close collaboration with veterinarians, breeders 
and pet owners. 

 
• Fear of Fireworks / Thunderstorms  

• Separation / Travel Anxiety  

• Destructive Behaviours  

• Vet Visits  

• Change of Ownership  

• General reassurance 

• Aggressiveness 
• Traumatic experiences 

• Transportation Stress 
 
 



PULLER - Dog Fitness Tool  
 
 

 
 
 

PULLER is an innovative dog fitness tool, designed by professional dog experts – each pack consists of 2 rings 
(except for MAXI which is one ring only). Exercises with PULLER (Running, Jumping, Pulling) provide a daily 
fitness workout and guarantee a special experience for dog and owners, while building a strong emotional bond 
with your pets. 

20-minute training with PULLER = 5 km running. 

PULLER is represented by five different sizes. Therefore, each owner can choose the most suitable PULLER size 
for any dog type. PULLER is recommended for training with dogs of any breed, as well as with puppies over 3 
months old. Jumping exercises are only recommended for dogs over 1-years-old. 

NOTE: PULLER is not a chew toy and should be picked up and packed away when not being used. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Stefanie Bosman - Owner 

Email: info@cosmicpets.co.za / Cell: 074 757 1123 
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